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Abstract. The main result of this paper provides a necessary and sufficient condition that the 
function space [D+ D] of a domain (w-algebraic cpo) D be again a domain. The condition- 
confirming a conjecture of Plotkin-is that D be strongly algebraic (= SFP). The importance of 
this is that it enables us to conclude that SFP is the largest category of domains that iq closed 
under the constructions of interest in semantics. 
In the final section we briefly consider how our results may need to be extended if our, admittedly 
rather restrictive, notion of ‘category of domains’ is relaxed in certain ways. 
Introduction 
It is fairly customary, in studies of programming language semantics, to identify 
‘domains’ with o-algebraic cpo’s (for definitions of technical terms, see Section 1). 
Domains in this sense seem, indeed, to be very ‘transparent’ structures, capable of 
providing a natural interpretation for every programming language. Unfortunately, 
the class of domains has the major defect that it is not closed tinder the domain 
constructions needed in semantics: as is well-known, the function space [A + B] of 
domains A, B is not, in general, a domain. More technically, the category wACPO 
of domains and continuous functions is not Cartesian closed. 
By restricting to the bounded-complete ( = consistently complete j domains, we 
do obtain a Cartesian closed category wACPO-CC, and this category is quite often 
used in studies of semantics. However, this category also is not closed under all the 
constructions (i.e., functors) of interest, specifically the powerdomain construction 
of Plotkin [S]. Plotkin therefore introduced the category SFP, a proper extension 
of oACPO-CC (though still a full subcategory of oACPO), and showed that it is 
closed under his power domain construction, as well as being Cartesian closed. 
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Research Council. 
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Moreover, he made the following conjecture (unpublished): 
(P) If D and [D+D] are domains, then D is SFP. This, if true, indicates 
the SFP is the best that can be achieved in this direction: the largest 
category of domains closed under the constructions of interest (as well 
as being the only non-trivial one known to be closed under them!). 
The purpose of this short article is to prove Plotkin’s conjecture, and to establish 
that SFP is the largest full subcategory of wACP0 that is Cartesian closed. 
It will not have escaped the reader’s notice that we are operating under rather 
restrictive assumptions as to what a ‘category of domains’ is; some desirable 
extensions of our main theorem are indicated in the concluding section. 
1. Preliminaries 
Domains 
Definition 1. A cpo is a poset which has a least element and in which every directed 
set has a least upper bound (lub). A function f: D+D’ (0, D’ cpo’s) is corhmtous 
if it preserves lubs of directed sets. An element a of D, where (D, C-, i) is a cpo. 
is finite provided that, whenever a 1= u !,S for a directed set S C_ D, there exists s E S 
with a E x. A cp<r D is w-algebraic if the set of f-mite elements.of_D is countable 
:tnd every element of I> is the lub of a directed set of fini?e elements (equivalently: 
of an increasing sequence of finite elements). A domaitz is an o-algebraic cpo. 
Notation. ‘The set of finite elements of a domain D is denoted B,,. if II E RI,. b c Bt . 
whew 11. E are domains, u;e define the (continuous) function a + /J : D-45 by 
Fact. Ecery cotltittuous functiott is mot~ototiic. [f f : Bt, --) E. where LA E are domaitis. 
is ntotwtonic~, theta f has a utkpe c*otititiuous estetisioti _f : Ll+ E. 
In future, in dctining a continuous function f: D-4: t D. E dmminsL w shall 
giw the definition explicitly only .+‘or 1’: D,, (restriction of f to the ‘basis’ B,,). It 
must tw wrified that the definition makes 1’1 D,, ttrotzotcwi~~ . :rlthouph we shall omit 
the (routine 1 wrilkxtion. 
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We are mainly interested in weaker conditions than bounded-completeness having 
to do with minimal upper bounds (mubs) rather than lubs. 
Notation. If S is a subset of a poset (P, c), we write UB(S) for the set of upper 
bounds of S, and MUB(S) for the set of minimal upper bounds of S. We say that 
S has property M iff 
(i) MUB( S) is finite, and 
(ii) MUB(S) is complete, that is, every upper bound of S is above some element 
of MUB(S). 
Note that, if A C_ ti” BI, (D algebraic), any minimal upper bound of A is itself 
finite. and indeed MUB(A) is the same whether taken w.r.t. D or to B,,. 
For a subset X of a poset (we are only interested in the case that X is a finite 
<ubset of BIj) define the operators U”, U* by 
U*(X) = U P(X j. 
II 
rhen 
Minition 2 (Plotkin [S]). An SFP (or sfrongly algebraic) domain is an o-algebraic 
‘po D s.t.. for every As “I’ BI,, (i) A has property M, and (ii) U*(A) is finite. The 
ategory SFP has SFP domains as objects and continuous functions as morphisms. 
Of course, b'*(A) finite=+MUB(A) finite, so that there is a slight redundancy 
I the definition. 
x more perspicuous characterization of the strongly algebraic domains, which 
Ideed gives rise to the acronym SFP, is that they are the inverse limits of projection 
:yuences of finite cpo’s. I+ r the proof that this is equivalent tc, Definition 2, see 
Iotkin [Y]. 
we adopt the following ‘elementary’ definition. 
cfinitian 3. A c;dt.pry A’ having all finite product5 (including the terminal object 
is cwrtesiml dosed provided that each pair of objects A, R of K has an exponenti- 
im k?? ‘, that is, an object 5 ” for which there is an arrow eval : BA X A-d? such 
at for any Iz:X xA 3 R there is a unique f : X -+ 5” for which the following 
+ram commutes. 
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_f x ih 
BAxA-XxA 
The unique arrow f is denoted eurry( II). 
2. Results 
The proof that conjecture (P) is true (Theoretn I) proceeds by way of the three 
main Lemmas 1, 3 and 4. These correspond to the three conditions which must 
hold for every finite set A of finite elements of D. if I) is to ho stror@y a~gcbraic: 
MUB( .-I) is complete; NIB(A) is finite; and. if each U”(A ) i> finite, then Cj*( ,4 1 
is finite. For each of these conditions we have a lemma sawing that if there is a set 
A violating the condition, then [II-+ D] is not w-algekiic. These iemmas may be 
of some independent interest, and we have actually proved them in 11 form slight& 
stronger than is needed for the main theorem. ‘4 further lemma (Lemma 5) tells 
us that in a full subcategory of aACP0 the termin;~l object. prodttct and esponcnti- 
ation are what WC wwld expect; it follw+ ;J’S ;tt cwcc that SFP is the largest :catcgw! 
of domains’ Ulum-etn 2 ). 
‘I if -13a E A.a E 4, 
4 if 3a E A.0 E e rz Vi.ez b,, 
6( e) = 4 b,, if 3a E An E e A 73i.ec 6,. 
h (It I1 1 where IZ is the greatest k such that er_ bL., 
\ otherwise. 
Observe that for each 5 we can find an increasing sequence c?,,E GI E l l l sly,-h that 
‘LA Ii 6, = G, while c;,, f 6 for all n. indeed, it suffices to define a,, by 
u (i) _ b(i), is t7, 
1 
II -- 1 a(i+ 1). i%l. 
This implies that if, for a given function f : 343, we can show tilat there is a least 
C? with f~ G, then f is not finite. 
Consider the function l where I: IV-4V is the identity sequence. For each of the 
(finite) functions a +a (a E A), a +a rr i Let f: D-4 be any function such rhat, 
for each 0 E A, a* a E& f For each 12, let 7( n> be the grtatest index such that 
fc b,, ) G b,, ,,, ( I-( rt) must exist: we cannot have f( 6,, 1 E b,, for all IV, since that conflicts 
with the requirement that f(a) 1 a for all a E A). It is immediate that f~: ?, and that 
indeed r’ is the least 5 with fry?. By the remark above, _f is not finite; we have 
shown that the set of finite functions below f is not directed. q 
The above lemma and its proof generalize Example 4.2 of Markowsky and 
Rosen I-11. 
Lemma 2 (Plotkin). [f ct!er_v pair of e!entertts of a poset P ha: prr)p~Wy M, t/mh P.w!’ 
tirtite duet of P hcts property M. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the cardinahty of subsets of P, Property 
IL1 is trivial for cardinality ~2. Assume then that it holds for alli :iubsets with 
cardinality stt (n-H). Let A’ = At~{a}, where IAl = n and t&A, ble an arbitrary 
subset of cardinality II + 1. Then, in. the first place, A’ has only finitely many mubs, 
For any such mub, b’, is above some mub, 6, of A-in which case 6’ is a mub of 
(6, a}. Bv the induction assumption, there can only be finitely manv points x such 
that .Y is*a mub of (6, CI.}, where 6 is a mub of A. 
w 
Secondly. we must show that the set M of m&s of A’ is complete. Let c* be any 
upper bound of A’. We construct a decreasing sequence C,,I cl 2 - l - of upper bounds 
:>f A’ and an associated sequence bo, 6,, . . . of upper bounds of A. Let co = c, 2nd 
let h,, be any mub of A such that 6+ C. Having defined L’(,, . . . , e,, b,,. . . . , bi, choose 
(‘,. 19 6(, I (or else terminate the sequences at i) as follows. If c, is a mub of A’, we 
arc finished. If not, let C’ be any upper bound of A’ that is strictly below c,, choose 
6,. l to be any mub of A below c’, and c,, 1 to be any mub 01 :b,, I, a) below c’. 
With this definition, the sequence (c,} is strictly decreasing, and hence the terms 6, 
are all distinct. But the 6, are chosen from a finite set, MUB( A). Hence the sequences 
terminate; the last term of Cc,) is the desired mub of A’ below C. Cl 
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Lemma 3. If there is a finite subset of BI, having infinitely many minima! upper 
bounds, then [D+ D] is not w-algebraic. 
Proof. We consider first the case in which there is a pair A of finite elements of D 
such that MUB(A.) (= I3, sayj is infinite. If there is a pair of (distinct) elements of 
R having 3 common upper bound, let {b, b’) be such a pair, and let c be any finite 
upper bound of (b, F}; otherwise, Ict 5, b’ be any distinct elements of B. For each 
of the uncountably many subsets S of B such that 6 E S and b’ ~3. define the 
funckn f5 : D-, D,, in c:iSe (h, b’} is bounded, hy 
J i_l(aEA[ar.e} if egUB(A), f( C if eE:UB(A)--43. .\ 41= 
1 A if CE S, . I (b c;:herwise. 
Notice that the wt, the lub of which is taken in the first clause. as either empty 
or a singleton. 
In cxx {h, b’j is not bounded, rcpiacc the scc~nd and third clauses here by 
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Next define h : D+D by setting 
4 if 3 c IN, 
h(e) = 
least IE(fqlic w}u{l, mjsuch that 
I is an upper bound of {x E AM 1 XG e} 
otherwise. 
The proof will be completed by showing that the set of finite func;tons oh is not 
directed. For each a E A n M we have a * (I is finite and (a +a) _; h. Let f: L)-,D 
be any function such that fr It and, for each a E A n M, (a 3 a&j (i.e., R c f( a)). 
Then. first, f~ AXJ~Z. Secondly. we can show, by induction OII levels, that f(e) = e 
for all e E M. Indeed, at level 0 this is trivial. For the induction step. suppose that 
f’(e) = 4 for 6 5 411 at lev4 Sk. If e’EM isat level k+l, then &MUB(A), where 
each (I G A is at level s k. By induction hypothesis and monotonicity of f. u-f(a) r 
f( e’) for each ti E A, so that f( 8) E. Uf3( A 1. But f( e’) C_ e’ since f r 11, so by minimality 
of TV’. f( e’) = 4’. Hence f(e) = e for all e E izi+ as stated. Thus, for no i is f !z .A_w~~. 
Since A.V. 111 = t-/, A.\-.rrx,. this implies that f is not fin:‘e. Thus, the set of finite functions 
rJIt is not directed. E 
Proof (by contradiction). If D is w-algebraic but n:Jt strongly algebraic, then there 
is a tinite subset A of Bt, such that either ,MUB( A) is not complete. or MUB(A) 
is intinite. or Lj*( A) is infinite whi!e each U”(A) is finite. It then follow, by Lemmas 
1. -3 and 4. that [ l.G U] is not o-algebraic. E 
It does not follow that SFP is the largest cartesian closed subca?egory of wACPO. 
;rs w SW by the fol!r~Gng example. Let K be the exiension of SFP obtained by 
addiry to the objects of SFP :tn arbitrarily chosen w-algebraic, but not strongly 
&&raic, cpo Z and taking additionai morphism!, as follows: L L . 
Hom( Z. ZI T= {Am-}, 
ThCi1 K hit5 terminal &jcct T ( = one-point domain); product given by 
and csponentiation given t-+ 
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However, we can conclude that SFP is the largest Cartesian closed fur/ subcategory. 
We first have to show that, in any full subcategory of oACP0, the terminal object, 
product and exponentiation are (if they exist at all) what we expect. 
ltemma 5. Let K be a full subcategory of aACP0. 
(i) lf K has a terminaf object T, then T is the one-point domain. 
(ii) If K has a terminal object T, and the product A x K B of objects A, B exists, 
theR A x K B is the usual product A x B. 
(iii) If K has the terminal object and all products of pairs, and the exponentiatiojl 
E” of objects D, E exists, therl ED is the usual function space [D+ E]. 
Proaf of part (i). If domain E has at least two points, and D is any domain, we 
can define distinct functions f , g : II--+ E by taking f as hx.~_ and g as given by 
s(x) = 
I 
1 ifx=l_, 
e otherwise, 
where e is an arbitrary element of E distinct from _L. Hence the terminal object of 
K, if any, has only one element. C; 
Turning to the proof of parts (ii) and (iii), we assume w.1.o.g. that there is an 
object (domain) C of K with at least two elements. 
Proof of part (ii). Let i : A x K f?-+ A x H be the map which makes the diagram 
Ax 
First, i is a bij&on: an 
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Define the maps f: C-,A, g: C43 by 
f0 { 
a if x=_L, 
x= 
a’ otherwise, 
and similarly for g (with o, Q’ replaced by b, 6’). Then h = (f, g)K : C+Ax J3 is 
such that h(l) = i-‘(u, b) and h(x) = i-‘(a’, b’) for each x f _L. Hence i-‘(a, b)~ 
i-‘(u’, b’); i-’ is monotonic. 0 
Proof of part (iii). We again proceed by showing that :he canonical map 
i: ED-*[D+E], where i= curry(evalK ), is an order-isomorphism. Notice that 
f= i(y) a Vx E D.evalK (y, x) =f( r). 
Now, for any f: TX D-, E (which we do not distinguish from f: II+E) there is, by 
the universal property of E “, a unique h : T+ E I’ (that is, a unique element of E”) 
such that 
Vx E D.evalE, (!I( I), x) =f( I, x). 
Hence, i is a bijection. 
To show that i-’ is monotonic, suppose that fi, f2 E [D+E], with fl c j?. Define 
the map k : C X D+ E by 
Let 4 =curryA (11). so that h( u, x) =evalh; (e( u), x). Let g,, g2: T-d’ be given by 
g,( _I_) = I, &L) = a, where a is an arbitrary element ot C distinct from I; then 
f, = curry( h)og,(U (j = 1,2). By the universal property of [D+ Ej (specifically, the 
uniqueness of curry( h )) and the commuting of 
CD-, E]xD 
curry(evalk ) x Id 
+ E’,xD* 
curry,(h) xld 
C‘XD 
~c see that io curry& ( 11) = curryi 11). Thus 
f,=curry(h)o~,(1.)=iocurry~(h)o~,(1), 
SO that i ‘(f,) =curryh (11) 0 g,(_~ 1. Since g, c-g2 we have i- ‘(f&i ‘Cfi>, as 
desired. 12 
Theorem 2. SFP is the largest Cartesian closed full subcategory of wACP0. 
Proof. Let K be a Cartesian closed full subcategory of wACP0. If D is an object 
of K, then by Lemma 5 the exponentiation DD is the cpo [D+D]; it follows, by 
Theorem 1, that D is strongly algebraic. Thus K is a subcategory of SFP. q 
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3. Conclusion 
A ‘category of domains’ is supposed to provide us with (all) the computable maps 
between the admitted domains of computation. This paper derives its motivation 
from identifying this notion with: full subcategory of mACP0. This presupposition 
may be considered too restrictive, in various ways, and in this final section we briefly 
consider some desirable extensions of our main result. 
In the first place, it may be suggested that wACP0 is too large since it contains 
many things that are not effective(ly computable): we should be concerned with 
effectiuefy given domains and contputuble (not just cc ,rtinuous) maps between them 
171. It is easy to define suitable notions of effectiveness for algebraic and strongly 
algebraic domains, and maps between such domains. We conjecture that the proof 
of Theorem 1 may be extended to show that: If D and [D+D] are effectively 
algebraic, then D is effectively strongly algebraic. 
Again, one may wish to restrict the class of allowable maps (and possibly enrich 
the domains) so as to reflect some features of computation such as sequcntiality 
or bounded non-determinism (e.g., [1,2]). Berry [ 11, in particular, constructs various 
non-full Cartesian closed subcategories of mACP0. As it happens, these are also 
subcategories of SFP. It may be possible to generalize Theorem 2 so as to cover a 
worthwhile range of non-full subcategories; but we do not have any definite ideas. 
Finally, a more positive suggestion. We have restricted the discussion in this paper 
to ‘algebraic’ domains. But, for theoretical purposes at least, one is certainly 
interested in the more general continuous domains (Scott [6]; for continuous cpo’s. 
see also [7,3]j. This suggests an extension of Theorem 1, of the form: If I) and 
(D + D] are w-continuous, then I) is ;J;TP’-like. 
Here, an SFP-like domain may be taken to be a retract of a strongly algebraic 
domain. This (if true) is a non-trivial extension of Theorem 1. that does not come 
out by manipulating retractions. Indeed, the difficulty seems to reside in the fact 
that we do not have a satisfactory h&sic characterization of SFP-like. 
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